CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, FULLERTON
Counseling Program

Agency Evaluation of Program

This is an anonymous survey. Please evaluate the educational program of CSUF Counseling Program from your experience with the students of the program that you have hired.

Please respond on a scale of:
1=very poor
2=poor
3=average
4=above average
5=excellent

8 employers responded to the survey.

1. Compared to other masters degree counseling students that you have hired, CSUF students’ overall educational preparation is

0%=very poor
0%=poor
0%=average
43%=above average
57%=excellent

2. Compared to other masters degree counseling students that you have hired, CSUF students’ clinical skills ability is

0%=very poor
0%=poor
0%=average
43%=above average
57%=excellent

3. Compared to other masters degree counseling students that you have hired, CSUF students’ ethical behavior is

0%=very poor
0%=poor
0%=average
57%=above average
43%=excellent
4. Your perception of support that students received from CSUF faculty

0% = very poor
0% = poor
0% = average
43% = above average
57% = excellent

5. The reputation of the CSUF Counseling program is

0% = very poor
0% = poor
0% = average
43% = above average
57% = excellent

6. Suggestions for program improvement:

“Require personal therapy of students.”
“None. The program obviously provides superior training. The video recorded sessions which accompany process contents are an excellent training technique. Students get excellent theory & DSM Diagnostic training as well.”
“More emphasis and training in county procedures and requirements. Also, emphasis on seeing clients/families in their homes and the community.”
“None that I can think of.”

7. Other ideas or comments:

“Thank you for allowing us to work with your students. @### is an excellent fit at our agency and is doing very well.”
“You added play therapy-good addition.”
“You’re doing an excellent job!”